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• SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
- Sensors
- Smart Firing Sets
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- 10 Second Injection Times
- Franklin Institue: "Grossly Insensitive"
• NSWC Ground Plane Facility
High Level RF Environments
HF Communications Bands
Radar Frequencies






- Charge = 27.4 V
- Four Parallel Outputs
- Bridge Burst Delta t = 5 microseconds
• Single Fire
- 300 micro-Farads
- Charge 16 V
- Series Resistance 0.4 Ohms
- 2.5 mJ
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• Develop a Low Firing Energy Ejector
• Control Acceleration Profile
• Control Ejection Velocity
• Use a Single Pyro Device for All Applications
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• Recover 20% of Total Energy Available




• SCB - Safe Low Energy Igniter
• Ignite THKP with an SCB
• Use THKP to Pressurize Small Volume
• Vent Pressurized Volume to Eject Mass
• Control Velocity and Acceleration
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